A modelling language is decribed which is suitable for the correlation of information when the underlying functional model of the system is incomplete or uncertain and the temporal dependencies are imprecise. An efficient an incremental implementation is outlined which depends on cost functions satisfying certain criteria. Possibilistic logic and probability theory (as it is used in the applications targetted) satisfy these criteria.
INTRODUCTION
A modelling language is decribed which is suitable for the correlation of information when the ooderlying functional model of the system is incomplete or uncertain and the temporal dependencies are imprecise. This language has its roots in the diagnosis and maintenance of telecommunications systems and is designed to be modular and to allow the modelling of large systems. The need to integrate uncertainty management and temporal constraint management is illustrated in the context of diagnosis in a satellite subsystem. An efficient implementation approach is outlined using cost functions which satisfy certain criteria to control computation. Possibilistic logic and probability theory (as it is used here) do.
Models are initially constructed in a logical form in terms of covering rules. Logical relationships can be used to represent several different oocertainty calculi, including probability, belief functions and possibilistic logic, and to model the temporal constraints. The result of a diagnosis is the genemtion of explanations that explain all the symptoms, at least to some degree of belief. An explanation is a conjunction of necessary contributory causes each with a temporal imprecision constraint and a degree of belief. Multiple causes are allowed.
MOTIVATION
In many on-line diagnostic systems fault reports are collected and clustered according to the time in which they occur. An assumption of such systems is that there are no significantly diff ering propagation delays along diff erent causal paths. However in some applications there may be imprecise or indeterminate time delays along diff erent causal paths. In such cases the clustering and corre lation processes have to be integrated.
Example: Diff erent time delays in a tl�ennal and electrical causal path
Consider an example as shown in figure 1 that sketches a fault impact model some of the equipment connected to the power bus of a satellite. The uppermost shaded nodes represent the possible causes. Causal relationships between events are qualified with oocertainty degree s (here possibility n and necessity N) and temporal delays are represented as time intervals [d-min, d-max] , representing minimum and maximum delays between consecutive events. The oocertainty in the delay rules are interpreted as the belief in the transition. The interval effectively gives the time period during which the tmnsition must happen if it is going to happen. For example after a tempemture increase in the KU area begins (at time t say) it can take between 5 and 60 minutes to cause watchdog software triggering. The necessity of the triggering is ;;:: 0.9, but if it is to trigger it must happen between [t+S, t+60].
A Voltage Regulator connects enough Solar Arra ys Sections to the power bus to meet the power consumption, and batteries are used to provide shortfall in the solar energy.
The causal model expresses the Following others (e.g. Dousson 92) we will use a propositional reified logic to help express our models. Let D=: C u P be the set of propositions which are temporally qualified. D for example includes literals of the form F.O=abnormal, i.e. output port 0 of unit F has value ·"abnormal", and F.self=not_working for the self state variable of unit F. Elements of D can be qualified by the predicates TRUE, FALSE, ON, and OFF.
For any proposition X of D and for any time t, either TRUE(X, t) or FALSE(X, t) holds. Additionally TRUE(X, t, t') means that X is TRUE from t till t', i.e. TRUE(X , t, t') = V t e (t, t'] , TRUE( X, t). We will sometimes need different time points to be included and excluded and so defme:
In the process of generating explanations each element of C may be augmented with a temporal constraint. An example of such a statement is:
meaning that F is working during the interval ( -oo, 20].
We need to represent the event of a state variable going to a not-working or to a specific fault mode state. Once a state variable bas changed to not-working, or to a more specific fault mode, it is assumed to remain there. In what follows state variables are usually thought of as having domain { working, not_ working}.
Events occ ur at an instant of time, and are expressed by the predicate ON. ON (X, t) = 3t,t': (t < t < t') A FALSE(X,t,t) In engineering systems the link is a functional entity <ni as such has behaviour. It is incompletely modeled. P[Z =abnonnall X"'abnonnal] is aff ected by the 'kind' of abnormality at X and the nature of propagation through the link, whilst P[Z:abnonn all X=nonnal] essentially only refers to a "spontaneous" fault, -y say, occurring in the link. If explanations involving the link functional entity are sought and if there are delays assoc iated with this "fault" it can pay to model the link with an explicit "fault" state variable. (It is not being said that this cannot be modeled using a Bayesian link by addi ng an explicit cause. Rather it is arguing that the explicit cause often needs to be OOdfrl and discussing the distribution with which to combine the effects from upstream and the explicit cause -when there are, and when there are not, temporal dependencies.)
ATRUE(X,t,t')
A simple model which expresses the only ways that Z may become abnormal in terms of input port X and the state variable Y with domain { y, -y} is
where -x = 3 t : ON (X= abnormal, t), -y = 3 t : ON(Y= not_ working, t) and y = TRUE][(Y=working , -oo, +oo),
The model only involves one uncertain context assumption a (a 'causation event') which can be rem as ' an abnormality at X is of the kind to produce an abnormality at Z when Y is normal' and is a reflection of the granularity of the model. Y is used to model effects on Z which are not caused by X. If Y were not present then P(Z;;; ;;: nonnal iX"'nonnal]=l. -y may hold for different values of the input variable X; -y covers the cases -x " -y and x" -y. In fact the delay associated with -y re.ed not depend on the cases is may be taken as exactly 0 as Y is simply used to represent the functioning of the unit m Y has no parents . The delay associated with -x " y " a is specified by the user.
More generally we may have explicit delays assoc iated
with the terms in a rule (such as -x " y " a and -y) which can be used to compute intervals in which the events must have occur red. For example the following rule may actually be used
3t* E [t + t3,t + t4] :ON(Y= not-working, t)-+ ON (Z=abnormal, t*) though the uncertainty semantics comes from the simpler rule. In such a case the delay associated with -y needs to be conservative to cover the cases included.
When reasoning from observations in order to hypothesise causes we will want to determine the causes of -z at time t. Using the relationship -x A y A a v -y � -z allows us to associate an interval with -x (and a) of [t -upper bound to delay of -x A y " a, t-lower bound to delay of -x A y A a] which is interpreted as "at some time within", i.e. 3t such that at some time in the interval the literal holds; and an interval [0, t) is associated with y and is read as "holds during" " i.e. 'v't in the interval the literal holds; and an interval [t-upper bound to delay of -y, t] with -y ] which is interpreted as "at some time within".
The relationship complementary to (A) is:
-a " -x " y v y " x � z (B) This states the conditions under which Z remains normal.
(Not how Z becomes normal.) The relationship (B) is necessary for reasoning backwards from z. -a " -x could be read "there is a case (or indeed some cases) when the input is abnormal, but for all of these cases they were of the wrong kind" to cause abnormality.
In such a complementary rule the concept of a delay has no meaning. Only rules which predict abnormal port values have user specified delays. However when reasoning from an observation z (i.e. z is normal and has always bee n normal) we can still associate intervals with the literals. If the literal is positive then this corresponds to a state variable or port value always being normal axl so are given temporal intervals [0, t ) (or ( ..oo , t ) if we imagine the system starting not at time 0, but at some period in the past before any symptoms occur). These intervals are now rem as "during" i.e. 'v't in the interval the literal holds. If the literal is negative then the same interval is given (namely [0, t) ) but the interpretation is "at some time", i.e. 3t such that at some time in the interval the literal holds. The different interpretations of the intervals are used when intersections and unions of the intervals are taken.
We wanted a simple model of a link as we want to reason backwards without generating unnecessary possibilities in order to compute possible temporal intervals to associate with fault hypotheses. The model (A) and (B) is relevant in many cases. A rather informal justification is given below. The full conditional probability distribution would be:
x A y A y is not worth having as we are happy to believe that in the case x A y then z must always hold. The most problematic tenn is -x A -y A �-Whilst tbe tenn -x A �y A p can lead to a multiple fault explanations for �z (am we are interested in multiple fault explanations) the diff erence between this multiple fault and others covered later is that Y is a state variable and so bas no upstream causes. Computationally it is easy to create the explanations for the joint occur rence of -y and the causes of -x simply by replacing y A a by -y in aU explanations generated which contain y (and a). The belief for an explanation containing causes of -x and -y must be less than the belief of the explanation containing causes for -x and y so long as P[y A a] > P[-y] This is very reasonable and so will apply in most models. So such explanations already generated should be kept until their belief, when -y replaces y A a. , is greater than any others. Hopefully we would have identified the causes before this stage. Similarly for the case (-x A -y) A -P causing z. The temporal intervals to associ ate with the causes in the explanations need to be revised but this is not discussed here.
TWO INPUT PORTS AFFECTING AN OUTPUT PORT
Here there are two inputs with domains {normal, abnormal}. We will assume that uncertainty arises through granularity rather than through failure of the functional unit. A functional model with multiple inputs and with state could be built from links as previously described and the unit to be described.
Under the assumption of no state if both inputs are effectively normal then the output must be normal. The most simple model (under our assumptions) is:
When reasoning backwards from z the interval ass ociated with -x or -y is [0, t) and interpreted as at some time within. The intervals created for y and x are interpreted as during.
Now we have to make some assumptions about the nature of the propagation. We will assume that two events can If there are some time delays, and even in the case where all the delays are zero, it is possible that a more liberal notion of tbe "right kind of -x" and the "right kind of -y" is appropriate when -x and -y bold simultaneously as there may be some synergy which allows a broOOer (reduced is conceptually possible, but ignored here)
context to trigger the effect. This is called context synergy.
A richer model which allows for a broader context to be applicable when abnormality is present at both inputs is:
The last term gives the case where the joint occwren ce of -x and -y are necessary for �z. This reduces the to previous model if 'I' and a do not hold. We may associate with \jl and a a probability (say) of P[a] and P['ljl].
(1) has complement:
These relationships say nothing about the times axl delays. It just specifies all the contexts that can cause -z.
Here 'I' and cr, where \jl A a = .l and a " � = .l, are the additional contexts where -x can cause -z etc. (Other models are possible.)
Even if both -x and -y occur they do not need to overlap in the times of their effects, though there must come a time when they are both true, because of our assumption that they cannot return to either x or y. However synergy Bigham may also make effects quicker or slower. This is temporal synergy. The time to the effect is also influenced by the degree of temporal coincidence of input values. For example in (1) if -x occurs long before -y and the delay associated with-x is not long, then the delay will be that of -x even if there would be temporal synergy when both -x and-y hold. The delay associated with a term such as
and -y happen.
An advantage of the representation of (la) is that the time diff erence of -x and -y need not be expressed explicitly. From (1) it can be seen that minimum delay associated with each of the first two terms of (la), i.e. (-x A a) � ( -y A �). must be equal to zero. The upper bounds to these two terms will come from the bounds assoc iated with (-x A o.) A y and (-y A �) A x respectively. The last term of (la) only has a meaning when -x and -y temporally overlap and needs to be specified by the modeler. The effect can only start when both -x. and -y hold so it may be non zero.
If there is temporal synergy we could, as well as dividing into terms based on context (as has been done), divide into terms based on the time between -x and -y. Then more precise intervals could possibly be attributed to the terms. The basic consideration is that the cost function must be such that resolution of environments cannot create a lower cost environment.
However probability theory (in a general context) does not satsify the conditions on a cost function to ensure that environments are computed in a manner which yields an incremental algorithm and efficient blocking all unblocking of propagation in the A'IMS.
However if we include all causation events as part of C, the set of causes, then it is not difficult to show that monotonicity is assured in generation of the explanations in the CBA1MS. (We still cannot replace causation events with numbers as could be done in the possibilistic case as it is important not to multiply repeatedly when environments are combined. In the possibilsitic case this is not a problem as minimums and maximums are taken.)
The only problem is whether including causation events yields an adequate explanation. In general it does not. It can be argued that in practice when the timing of events is considered, it often is adequate. If we consider the symptom of payload shedding given earlier, there are two ways that this can happen (via the electrical path and via the thermal path). An explanation in terms of just causes (e.g. Overvoltage Transistor Failure) is implicitly a disjunction consisting of the diff erent ways payload shedding could happen given the same root causes(s). Each disjunct would contain the same causes but diff erent causation events corr esponding to different paths. However the diff erent causal paths make payload sheddin g occ ur at different times and the symptom has been triggered by events along one of the paths. The events along the other path may not even have happened yet. An explanation should be in terms of causes and causation events from a single causal path. So combination is not necessary, all indeed not desirable.
Correlation of Temporal Information

4 CONCLUSION
A knowledge representation language that can be used to represent diagnostic problems that involve uncertainty, and imprecise propagation delays has been presented.
The implementation approach to uncertain reasoning uses an incremental cost bounded algorithm where appropriate cost functions can be used to limit the computation in the context of the application requirements. A correlation system has been implemented in C++.
